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The Succession of King Ping 平王 and the 
Construction of Legitimacy during the Transition 
from the Western to the Eastern Zhou Dynasty

ZHANG Ruoqi
Department of Chinese Language and Literature, Sun Yat-sen University

King Ping of Zhou, relying on the Archer-Lord of Shen, from his mother’s 
side of the family, and the power of tribal warriors to his west, defeated his 
father King You. However, it was not until Archer-Lord Wen of Jin killed King 
Xie and welcomed King Ping to the eastern capital of Luoyi 雒邑 that regional 
lords and elite families regarded him as the Zhou’s “Son of Heaven”. After 
winning the contest for the throne, King Ping, his court, and their descendants 
produced a narrative of the events, which had a historical framework of “King 
You’s obliteration, King Ping’s succession, and Zhou Dynasty’s eastward 
relocation”. They stigmatized and blurred King You and King Xie, shaped the 
succession of King Ping as an outcome which was in favor with the general 
public after the death of King You, and depicted King Ping and his supporters 
as a combination of weak king and capable ministers. The Son of Heaven, 
Archer-Lords, and their descendants all constructed the most favorable 
historical records and writings for their legitimacy from their own standpoint.

Keywords: King Ping of the Zhou Dynasty 周平王 , Legitimacy, two kings 
ruling simultaneously, historiography
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On How Xunzi’s Disciples Composed the 
“Ruxiao” 儒效 (The Achievements of the Ru), 
“Dalüe” 大略 (The Grand Digest), and the 
“Zhongni” 仲尼 (On Confucius)1

HO Che Wah
Department of Chinese Language and Literature, The Chinese University of Hong Kong

There are thirty-two chapters in the extant Xunzi. Some Xunzi scholars 
hold that a number of passages have been authored by the disciples of Xunzi 
and not Xunzi himself. While such passages may not have come directly from 
Xunzi’s mouth or hand, it is possible to see them as part of his followers’ 
thought; there is also the possibility that they include Confucian thought 
antedating Xunzi. Through investigating the parallel passages among different 
Xunzi chapters, this article compares the important ones in detail and discusses 
their similarities and differences. It aspires to present evidence to explore 
how the relevant chapters explain, interpret, and expand Xunzi’s thought, 
and explore possible misunderstandings in the annotations of Xunzi in later 
generations. In particular, this article sums up three major methods used by 
Xunzi’s disciples in order to compile new chapters: (1) copying previous 
passages with explanations; (2) providing new interpretations and emendations 
of existing passages; and (3) merging different passages. By the same token, 
this article attempts to trace the methodology that was used by Xunzi’s 
disciples to compose “Ruxiao” 儒效 (The achievements of the ru), “Dalüe” 大

1 This article is part of the research output of Hong Kong Research Grants Committee 
(RGC) General Research Fund (GRF) funded project “A Study of the Intratextuality 
and Intertextuality of Xunzi: A New Attempt at Dating Ancient Chinese Texts” (《荀
子》篇章關係研究：古文獻斷代的新嘗試 ) (CUHK14606918). The first draft of 
this paper (in Chinese) was presented at the Symposium on New Interpretations on 
Ancient Texts 古籍新詮研討會 , The Chinese University of Hong Kong, December 
2017,  and was subsequently published in i ts  proceedings.  Thereafter,  i t  was 
revised in light of new evidence. A different approach to source material can be 
seen reflected in this version. My gratitude goes to the journal’s two anonymous 
reviewers for providing useful comments, as well as to Mr. Peter Tsung Kei Wong 
王棕琦 and Mr. Parker Chan Pak Ka 陳柏嘉 for their fundamental contribution to 
improve an early draft of the manuscript.
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略 (The grand digest), and“Zhongni” 仲尼 (On Confucius). From the parallel 
passages, one can also conclude that certain chapters represent the core 
thoughts of Xunzi, namely the chapters that are often quoted by other passages.

 
Keywords: Xunzi, parallel passages, Xunzi’s disciples, “Ruxiao” 儒效 

(The achievements of the ru), “Dalüe” 大略 (The grand digest), 
“Zhongni” 仲尼 (On Confucius)

Introduction

Most scholars in the field of Xunzi studies, no matter whether they are 
from Asia or the West, accept that the majority of the chapters of the Xunzi 
were written by Xunzi himself. However, three chapters seem to be exceptions 
to this assertion, and they are “Ruxiao” 儒效 (The achievements of the ru), 
“Yi bing” 議兵 (A debate on military affairs), and “Qiang guo” 彊國 (The 
strong state), all of which refer to Xunzi in the third person by writing “Sun 
Qingzi yue” 孫卿子曰 (Xunzi said), and hence were presumably written by 
his disciples. On the other hand, the Tang commentator Yang Liang 楊倞 
categorized chapters 28 to 32, a total of five chapters, namely “You zuo” 宥坐 
(The right-hand vessel), “Zi dao” 子道 (The way to be a son), “Fa xing” 法行 
(The proper model and proper conduct), “Ai gong” 哀公 (Duke Ai), and “Yao 
wen” 堯問 (Yao asked) as not being the work of Xunzi but compilations by 
his disciples from various sources. He therefore placed them at the back of his 
edition of the Xunzi.

The problem of the authorship of these chapters has been discussed by 
a number of scholars. In his book Yaoji jieti ji qi dufa 要籍解題及其讀法 
(Explanations of titles of important texts and how to read them), Liang Qichao 
梁啟超 (1873–1929) suggests that starting from chapter 27 “Dalüe” 大略 (The 
grand digest) and ending on chapter 32 “Yao Asked,” a total of six chapters, 
were records made by the disciples of Xunzi, and that also the chapters “The 
Achievements of the Ru,” “A Debate on Military Affairs,” “The Strong State” 
were authored by them.2 Recently, Liao Mingchun 廖名春 has stated in his 
Xunzi xintan 荀子新探 (A new investigation of Xunzi) that “The Achievements 
of the Ru,” “A Debate on Military Affairs,” “The Strong State,” “The Grand 
Digest” and “Zhongni” 仲尼 (On Confucius) are “Xunzi dizi suo jilu de Xunzi 
yanxing” 荀子弟子所記錄的荀子言行 (sayings and deeds by Xunzi that have 
been recorded by his disciples), while “The Right-Hand Vessel,” “The Way 
to Be a Son,” “The Proper Model and Proper Conduct,” “Duke Ai,” and “Yao 
Asked” are “Xun Qing ji dizi suo yin jizhuan zashi” 荀卿及弟子所引記傳雜
事 (miscellaneous records quoted by Xunzi and his disciples).3 Liang and Liao 
hold similar opinions on the authorship and formation of many of the Xunzi 
chapters. Recent scholars writing on the time of formation of the different 

2 Liang Qichao 梁啟超 , Yaoji jieti ji qi dufa 要籍解題及其讀法 (Changsha: Yuelu 
shushe, 2010), 41.

3 Liao Mingchun 廖名春 , Xunzi xintan 荀子新探 (Beijing: Zhongguo renmin daxue 
chubanshe, 2014), 40.
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